
To all those that supported me, a massive thank you. 

I have always wanted to run the London Marathon but when the paperwork 

come through saying that I had a place my first thought was ‘why’? I started 

training but picked up an injury in March that meant that I couldn’t train and 

put doubts on whether I will be taking part. However, cracked on and give it a 

try and with 2 week to go until race day I started to train again. Race day 

morning quickly crept up and I set off for the start line with trepidation but after 

being crammed on the underground with men in lycra not leaving much to the 

imagination I couldn’t wait to get there! I don’t know where the women’s train 

was! 

Queuing at the start line I was quite far back and when the starting pistol went 

it took 10 minutes before I even got to the start point. We’re off and the first 

half went relatively easy, spirits were high, crowds were singing and the odd 

‘Come on Rory’ helped with a sudden burst of speed. I had family posted 

around the course, didn’t see any of them but they saw me.  

It wasn’t until around mile 19 that it started to hurt and that’s when the crowd 

really helped, singing, cheering and the odd funny poster kept morale up. The 

best one being a cardboard sign held out with a red circle and ‘push here for 

free energy’, it actually worked but only for about 100 meters. There were 

people handing out sweets and oranges throughout the course, enough that if 

you took some from everyone you could end up putting on weight by the time 

you finished. Mile 22 slowly came along and I knew I was almost there and the 

Commando Shuffle took over. After the mile 25 marker, in true Royal Marine 

fashion, I picked up the pace and finished with a sprint and my head held high, 

something my calf’s later told me wasn’t the best idea. I then hobbled to find 

my family waiting for me who then had the cheek to say they were tiered for 

standing all day and could I not have gone faster! 

A truly amazing experience and well worth the pain, my official time was 4 

hours, 30 minutes and 58 seconds, but if anyone asks its 2 hours and 3 

minutes. Finally, with your help, we have raised over £1,700, an amazing 

amount including a sponsorship from www.fisherpattonandtheredbaron.co.uk 

and I’m still getting money come in. Please pass on my thanks to your 

members. Now for the next challenge, Cheers Royal! 

Kind Regards, 

Rory Colmer 

RMA Romford 

http://www.fisherpattonandtheredbaron.co.uk/

